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The IoT Hacker's Handbook: A Practical Guide to Hacking the Internet of ThingsApress, 2019

	
		
			Take a practioner’s approach in analyzing the Internet of Things (IoT) devices and the security issues facing an IoT architecture.  
		


		
			You’ll review the architecture's central components, from hardware communication interfaces, such as UARTand SPI, to radio protocols, such as BLE...
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Design for Hackers: Reverse Engineering BeautyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The smash hit introductory design book that debuted at #18 on Amazon

	Hackers are able to accomplish so much in so little time because they come from a community that's built upon sharing knowledge. When it comes to programming, they can learn whatever they need to learn by reading manuals, or simply typing in a Google...
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Gray Hat Hacking The Ethical Hackers Handbook, 3rd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	This book has been developed by and for security professionals who are dedicated to working in an ethical and responsible manner to improve the overall security posture of individuals, corporations, and nations.


	THE LATEST STRATEGIES FOR UNCOVERING TODAY'S MOST DEVASTATING ATTACKS


	Thwart malicious network intrusion...
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Cracking Codes with Python: An Introduction to Building and Breaking CiphersNo Starch Press, 2018

	Learn how to program in Python while making and breaking ciphers—algorithms used to create and send secret messages! 

	

	After a crash course in Python programming basics, you’ll learn to make, test, and hack programs that encrypt text with classical ciphers like the transposition cipher and Vigenère...
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Oracle DBA Scripting Quick ReferencePrentice Hall, 2004
The fast, practical Oracle 9i/10g automation reference for every DBA!

Automate Oracle—and save your time for more important tasks! This is the Oracle automation reference every working Oracle DBA needs...concise, straightforward, and incredibly easy to use. Discover proven solutions for automating...
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Environmental Issues in Automotive Industry (EcoProduction)Springer, 2013

	The automotive industry is one of the most environmental aware manufacturing sectors.  Product take-back regulations influence design of the vehicles, production technologies but also the configuration of automotive reverse supply chains. The business practice comes every year closer to the closed loop supply chain concept which...
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Professional UML with Visual Studio .NETWrox Press, 2002
If you want to use Visio for Enterprise Architects to quickly design and create enterprise software, this is the book for you.
The integration of Visual Studio .NET Enterprise Architect and Visio for Enterprise Architects is a formidable combination. Visio offers powerful diagramming capabilities, including such things as creating UML models,...
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The Esoteric Investor: Alternative Investments for Global Macro InvestorsFT Press, 2011

	Massive demographic, environmental, economic, and regulatory shifts are generating huge new investment opportunities with an exceptionally high probability of success over the coming years and decades. In The Esoteric Investor, a world-class portfolio manager identifies these investments, and shows how your best...
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Diabetic Cardiomyopathy: Biochemical and Molecular Mechanisms (Advances in Biochemistry in Health and Disease)Springer, 2014

	Diabetes has long been recognized as a disease of high blood sugar, and there has been a continuous search of the exact reason for its development and effective treatment. In 2005, the World Health Organization had estimated that more than 180 million people worldwide suffer from diabetes mellitus and indicated that this figure is likely to...
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Intellectual Property and Open Source: A Practical Guide to Protecting CodeO'Reilly, 2008
"Clear, correct, and deep, this is a welcome addition to discussions of law and computing for anyone -- even lawyers!" -- Lawrence Lessig, Professor of Law at Stanford Law School and founder of the Stanford Center for Internet and Society
 If you work in information technology, intellectual property is central to your job -- but...
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AIDS (Diseases and Disorders)Lucent Books, 2004

	CHARLES BEST, ONE of the pioneers in the search for a cure for

	diabetes, once explained what it is about medical research

	that intrigued him so. “It’s not just the gratification of knowing

	one is helping people,” he confided, “although that probably is a

	more heroic and selfless motivation. Those feelings...
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The Data Model Resource Book, Vol. 1: A Library of Universal Data Models for All EnterprisesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"These books are a must for any company implementing data models. They contain practical insights and templates of universal data models which can be used by all enterprises, regardless of their level of experience."–Ron Powell, Publisher, DM Review
Industry experts raved about The Data Model Resource Book when it first came...
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